SILENTIUM PM 43Re

Door with wood coated sheets, double stopper, lock with European latch and cylinder, aesthetic handles in inox and without frame on the pavement. Resistant to fire until 30 minutes.

CHARACTERISTICS

Acoustic door with wood coated sheets with 64mm of thickness, including the frame all around the edge, except in the pavement, that has a double seal in special profile in the involving, being next to the pavement with mechanic system / mobile sill.

Constituted by a heavy core and two absorbing chambers totally filled with absorbent and dampening material.

It includes a lock with an asymmetric European cylinder with a “Yale” type key, proper system of latch tuning to ensure the adequate pressure on the sealings and special hinges of the model with vertical regulation.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Cabinet entrances, meeting rooms, medical clinics, classrooms, hotel rooms and others, where high levels of acoustic isolation are required.

THICKNESS: 64 mm.
Rw = 46dB
Test LAIC 8-133/05

ACCESSORIES/POSSIBLE OPTIONS
(UNDER CONSULTATION):

Acoustic visors, anti-panic bars, springs, intumescent joints and other wood coatings or high pressure laminates.

SUPERFICIAL STANDARD TREATMENT:

Sheets with standard woodcoating (Pine, Mahogany, Izombê, Kambala, beech or oak). Brown color lacquered frame